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major information

course info

location 206 blake hall
time t·r 0930–1045
instructor Andrew McKenzie

office 428 blake hall
office hours M·1100–1230 / R·1100–1230

summary

This course introduces students to the study of linguistic meaning and its in-
teraction with linguistic structures. Wewill explore themechanisms that build
a formal approach to understanding a wide array of semantic phenomena in
English and other languages, taking us closer to understanding the nature of
meaning in the human mind.

We will emphasize doing semantics. To that end, we will employ a novel
‘flipped’ presentation this time around: Most of the lecture and content de-
livery will take place online. There you will be aided by the instructor and
the student learning assistant. In class, we will focus on problem solving, and
expanding upon the lecture in breadth (across languages, interfacing with
other aspects of grammar) and in depth.

course objectives

• Understand the fundamentals of semantic meaning and its study
• Develop a research question from start to finish
• Observe semantic phenomena in natural language
• Generate accurate generalizations over semantic facts
• Convert intuitive generalizations into formal statements, and vice versa
• Apply the syntax to aid semantic understanding, and vice versa
• Collaborate with fellow investigators in constructive and useful ways
• Express semantic concepts and arguments

requirements

No textbooks will be required. Readings and other materials will be posted
online and or distributed in class. Video lecturelets will be posted at a dedi-
cated website

Each student must pay a fee of 10 usd to help defray printing costs of hand-
outs and other materials. Either pay the instructor directly or bring your fee
to the Linguistics main office during business hours.



assignments + grading

assignments

12 weekly exercises Each week, most weeks, you will do a short exercise
assigned on Thursday and due by the next Tuesday

4 group leadership turns Each group will be represented by one spokesperson
each week. Each student will have to be a spokesper-
son at least 5 times during the semester.

3 In-class assignments On some occasions, you will do assignments as a
group. Most of these can be done in class, but some
may require meeting outside of class.

2 take-home exams Pretty self-explanatory
1 squib You will write a squib for a final project. A squib is a

small paper on a single subject. Typically, they run
from 5 to 15 pages. You will get more information
about it, and an example.

1 presentation On the day of the final exam period, each student will
make a brief presentation about their project.

grading

Each assignment will be graded along a 20-point scale, which is not
percentage-based. Your course grade will also be out of 20 points, corre-
sponding to the following letter grades.

F D C B A
0 – 4.99 5 – 8.99 9 – 11.99 12 – 15.99 16 – 20

There will be no curve or rounding: The grade you get is the grade you earn.
There is no current provision for make-up assignments, and there is some
extra credit planned.

If you feel your grade was not the one you earned, please let me know as
soon as possible so we can discuss.

coefficients

The assignments of the course are not equally weighted. Depending on your
level, multiply each 20-point score in a section by the following coefficient.
Your course grade will be the sum of those products, divided into 20, minus
any attendance penalty.

ling 331 ling 731
weeklies 1 1
leadership turns 1 2
in-class 2 2
exams 8 4
final squib 5 8
presentation 5 8



sundry course policies

collaboration

Collaboration is allowed on assignments, but be sure to list the names of
your collaborators. Collaboration is not allowed on the exams.

You may conduct outside research for your homeworks. Treat it as you would
if you were collaborating with a classmate— cite your sources. Failure to do
so will be interpreted as plagiarism, which is a form of academic dishonesty.
Copy-and-paste jobs are not only easy to spot versions of plagiarism, but
they are just plain lazy. If you can’t at least paraphrase, you’re better off not
doing anything.

attendance
I will not take attendance. However, absence will ensure the missing of a
large amount of course material and practice with analysis. These cannot be
made up without proper excuse (see below), and I will not teach the whole
course over during office hours.

proper excuse

Grounds for proper excuse include illness, medical treatment, urgent issues
concerning your dependents, unforeseen circumstances (flat tire, jury duty,
zombie apocalypse, etc.), funerals, major religious holidays, or university-
related activities. Foreknowledge engenders sympathy in such matters, so
even if you expect to be excused, be sure to let me know as soon as you
know you will miss a course.

Note that last-minute technical difficulties are not grounds for proper excuse
(see Late work).

late work

I will not accept late work without grounds for excuse. These grounds are
identical to those for excused absences (see the Attendance policy), with
one addendum:

N.B: Last-minute technical difficulties frequently hamper the timely submis-
sion of assignments and papers. Therefore, I will not consider such circum-
stances as unforeseen for the purposes of proper excuse. It is up to you to
ensure that your printer is working, your files are not corrupted, your coffee
stays in your mug, your work is backed up externally, and so forth. I am in no
position to judge anyone for finishing seconds before a deadline. However,
with the thrill of triumphant rush comes the threat of utter catastrophe. In
fairness to everyone else in the class, the deadlines must be respected.

I must emphasize that I do give ‘partial’ credit. That is, any work turned in
will earn some points, so half-done work turned in on time is better than
something complete that is late. Late work earns zero points, even if it is
staggeringly perfect in every other way and you are my favorite student of all
time.

amendments The provisions of this syllabus are subject to change. The instructor will notify
students of any changes.

http://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/1992/05/21


further sundry policies

accommodations

The Academic Achievement & Access Center (AAAC) coordinates accom-
modations and services for all KU students who are eligible. If you have a
disability for which you wish to request accommodations and have not con-
tacted the AAAC, please do so as soon as possible. Their office is located
in 22 Strong Hall; their phone number is 785-864-4064 (V/TTY). Information
about their services can be found at disability.ku.edu. Please also contact
me privately in regard to your needs for this course.

misconduct

Academic dishonesty is a completely unacceptablemode of conduct andwill
not be tolerated in any form. All persons involved in academic dishonesty
will be dealt with in accordance with the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
policy on academic misconduct, which may result in failure to earn credit on
an assignment, failure of the course, suspension, or even expulsion from the
university.

office hours

I will be hosting office hours on a regular basis throughout the semester. Of-
fice hours are a great time to gain one-on-one facetime with an instructor to
discuss what’s on your mind. If you feel confused or lost, or if you are curious
about questions that come up but which we cannot address properly during
class time. If you have questions or concerns about assignments or course
material, or just want to chat about linguistics, you’re welcome to drop by.

What if you can’t make it to the scheduled hours? In that case, you can make
an appointment with me, and we can meet then. Please do not drop by
unannounced otherwise, as I shall be in the midst of some mind-consuming
task and may have to shoo you away. My office is located on the 4th floor of
Blake Hall, and you can use this map to get you there. My name is by the
door and you can see my lemon yellow walls through the transom.

http://disability.ku.edu
http://www.collegesas.ku.edu/policies/conduct.shtml
http://www.collegesas.ku.edu/policies/conduct.shtml
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the nature of
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wk tues thur

1
introduction
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truth- conditions
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2
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3
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4
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08

5
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pronouns +
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6
game day 1
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additional topic
exam 1 given 22

quantification

wk tues thur

7
variable binding +
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quantifiers

m01

8
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pronouns +
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10
no class
spring break 20
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exam 2 given 28
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semantics

wk tues thur
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events + adverbs

a03
voice +
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game day 3 12
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tense
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temporal adverbs

19

15
perfect

24
thematic roles

26

16
additional topic
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